First week (including field visits)

Master Students & Practitioners:
International Strategies in Adult Education and Lifelong Learning
politics, policies, strategies in lifelong learning • analysis levels: mega, meso, macro & micro • social policy models • European & international policies in adult education

Doctoral Students & Practitioners:
Paolo Freire’s Theory for International Adult Education
Why studying Freire today? Critical encounters • The Pedagogy of the Oppressed • Radical democracy, liberation and participation • Extension or Communication? • The Pedagogy of Freedom

Second week: Comparing Adult Education and Lifelong Learning
Entrepreneurship in Higher Education for the Development of Innovation & Creative Thinking • Certificate Programmes - A Way to Professionalisation of Adult Educators!? • Learning teaching in Higher and Adult Education • Professionalisation of Adult Education and Lifelong Learning: A Transnational Policy Perspective • In Between Global and Local: The Roles of Adult Educators to Develop Learning Cities for Lifelong Learning • The Role of Organisations and Institutions in Professionalisation of Adult Educators • Education for Sustainable Development in Non-governmental Organisations: The Roles of Adult Educators • Discussing the Work of Adult Educators in Recognition of Prior Learning

Cultural Programme
Guided Würzburg Tour • Cultural Evening in Comparative Groups • Franconian evening

Apply until 15.09.2019
GO.UNIWUE.DE/LIFELONGLEARNING